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  In modern times, developing countries need much international assistance for its 
backward. Its’ backward because not only in the lack of funds, but also in the lack of 
technical personnel. The United Nations as the largest multilateral international 
organization of international community, it should undertake an unshirkable 
responsibility. Compared to the limited international funds assistance, the technical 
assistance has advantages of omnibearing and multi-domain. So I choice The United 
Nations technical assistance as a object of studying in this paper. The aim of this 
paper through research and analysis The United Nations technical assistance system, 
and summarize gains and losses, so that developing counties can better take advantage 
of The United Nations technical assistance system. 
   In addition to the preface and conclusion, this paper have four chapters. 
   In the first chapter, The United Nations technical assistance is outlined. Firstly, I 
analysis basic theory of The United Nations technical assistance system, starting from 
definition of technical and The United Nations technical assistance. Then, I Study the 
range and form of The United Nations technical assistance. On basis of this study, I 
analysis legal basis of The United Nations technical assistance. The final section of 
this chapter summarize production and development of The United Nations technical 
assistance. 
   In the second chapter,I analysis the organization system of The United Nations 
technical assistance. Fistly I describe structure and operation mechanism of 
organization system of The United Nations technical assistance.And then I analysis 
the Technical assistance organizations of subsidiary organs and specialized agencies 
of The United Nations,and explore the each agency’s technical assistance activities. 
   In the third chapter,I discuss implementation of The United Nations technical 
assistance.In the first,I analysis application and approval of the technical assistance 
programme,and then describe implementation of the technical assistance 
















   In the final chapter, I analysis the United Nations technical assitance and 
construction of new international economic order.First of all, from view of new 
international economic orde,I disscuss nature of the United Nations technical 
assistance,and then, from perspective of The United Nations technical 
assistance,descibe construction of new international economic order,and on the basis 
of study ,discuss which strategy and standpoint we should have. 
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